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at Perceptor looks forward to 
working with you and offering 
trusted advice over the next  
twelve months.

Perceptor delivers the best  
talent to enable its partners  
to transform and grow.   

WITH KIND REGARDS,

 
MARK O’CONNOR
FOUNDER / MANAGING DIRECTOR

Welcome to the 21st Edition of  
our annual Market Trends & Salary 
Review 2019-2020. In this edition, 
we discuss the key trends in the 
major market segments which we 
operate in. Across all segments 
common themes persist in terms 
of personal attributes in demand, 
namely the ability to drive change, 
effective management of teams 
during uncertainty and for 
leadership by example. The team



Foreword
Earlier this year we celebrated the milestone of 
our 20th Birthday as a company. This length 
of experience has enabled us to recognise 
and interpret market cycles and trends, and 
to build deep expertise for targeted executive 
search and selection for appointments across 
leadership and middle management.

Early 2019 saw the NSW State and Federal 
Elections combining with a more uncertain 
business environment and this led to a 
marginally softer recruitment market than  
the previous three years, albeit still robust  
and healthy.

We are optimistic about the next twelve months 
and believe organisations of all types are 
focussed on transformation and / or growth and 
are seeking people who can contribute to these 
agendas. Candidates continue to be engaged 
with the market and receptive to hearing 
about new roles. This will contribute to the 
virtuous cycle of change and opportunity in 
the recruitment market.

Perceptor’s Market Trends & Salary Review 2019-2020 
provides commentary around the senior, middle and 
junior candidate market. The report notes easy-to-
benchmark salary levels and forecasts for the coming 
year. Perceptor would like to express our thanks to all 
those who contributed to the preparation of this review. 
In addition, we welcome comments and feedback  
during the year to help us compile our next edition.

Why Perceptor 
Our Values: Perceptive. Valued. Authentic.
 We bring 20 years of expertise
 We are authentic and approachable
 Our networks are deep and valuable

Our People
Any service led firm is nothing without its people. We 
bring deep industry expertise and a customer focused 
work ethic. Our consultants are experienced, passionate 
and focused. We know our specialist markets intimately 
and work relentlessly to identify high-calibre candidates, 
listening to their aspirations to ensure we provide sound 
career advice and a strongly aligned fit for our clients.

Our success
We have been consistently successful over many years, 
across all types of markets.

98%
OF RETAINED ASSIGNMENTS  
ARE COMPLETED.

89%
OF EXCLUSIVE ASSIGNMENTS  
ARE COMPLETED.

 >50%
OF PERCEPTOR PLACED CANDIDATES  
ARE PROMOTED WITHIN 18 MONTHS.
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Sales Director        
In comparison to CMO or CDO markets, the Sales 
Director or Chief Revenue Officer market has been 
relatively slow moving over the last twelve months. Most 
change has probably happened at the level below Sales 
Director as people move from one company to another 
to leverage their expertise or make a step change 
in industry. Those candidates who can lead change 
and take their people on a journey of improvement, 
leveraging technology, find they have the best 
opportunities to choose from.

At The Top End 

Senior Executive Appointments
The Senior ($250,000+) market has experienced a 
financial year of two halves. July 2018 to December 
2018 saw the market continue its healthy trend of the 
previous two years. However, early 2019 saw market 
conditions slow as corporate Australia began to focus 
on the two election campaigns and their possible 
outcomes, combined with the month of April being an 
unusually long holiday period. We have already seen a 
post-election pick-up in activity which has continued  
into the new financial year.

In addition, the financial services industry has 
experienced the impact of the Banking Royal 
Commission. This has had, and will continue to have, 
a big impact on hiring intentions as companies of all 
types have to change structures, review go-to-market 
strategies and seek to recruit new skill sets.

GM / Managing Director
The decision to hire a new CEO / MD or COO is a major 
decision and is unlikely to be derailed by short-term 
pieces of bad news. For this reason, this market has 
remained steady and healthy over the last twelve 
months and we believe will continue to be positive 
this coming year and beyond. Boards are refreshing 
their agendas around better corporate governance, 
innovation, digital transformation and growth. The 
impact of these changes at Board level is usually felt 
relatively quickly at CEO level.

Chief Marketing Officer /  
Chief Customer Officer
After 2-3 years of change and growth in this market 
there was a slight slowdown in 2018-19. This is not 
unusual, as a period of musical chairs comes to an end 
and rarely lasts for too long. We still see a demand from 
CEOs for their customer facing leaders to be first-class 
and to be able to lead the company along a path of 
growth and change. All sectors, but especially financial 
or consumer services, have continued the need to have 
the highest calibre leaders possible in these key roles.

Chief Digital Officer
The market for senior appointments in digital has 
remained strong and consistent as these roles are seen as 
essentials rather than a nice to have. In addition, the ability 
for digital candidates to move from one sector to another 
relatively seamlessly has helped drive demand and 
flexibility of skillsets. These factors, in addition to healthy 
overall demand, mean the market is fluid and changing.

Large Corporate
ASX 100 (EXCLUDING TOP 20) OR MAJOR MULTINATIONAL

GM / Division Head $450 - $600 package + 40 – 50%

Chief Customer Officer $400 - $500 package + 40 – 50%

Chief Marketing Officer $385 - $475 package + 40 – 50%

Sales Director $325 - $470 package + 50 – 70%

Chief Digital Officer $350 - $400 package + 30 – 50%

MARK  
O’CONNOR
Founder / 
Managing 
Director

Mark commenced his recruitment career in 1993 with 
an international recruitment firm specialising in sales 
and marketing appointments. In 1999 he launched 
Perceptor and has continued to focus on commercial 
appointments throughout his career. Mark has an 
excellent network of contacts at senior levels within the 
Digital, Marketing and Sales discipline.

+61 2 9227 7701  |  mark@perceptor.com.au



More often  
than not, the best 

candidates are 
not proactively 

searching  
the market.  

With close to 
75% of marketing 

candidates 
currently passive 

job seekers, 
Perceptor’s 

network has  
never been  

so valuable to  
its clients.

Mid-Senior Market
Financial Services
There is no doubt the Banking Royal Commission 
created a major distraction and, hiring activity at the 
very senior end slowed as a result.

It was a year in which many candidates moved out of 
the Big 4 bank-owned + AMP wealth management 
businesses into smaller wealth management businesses 
and/or into other categories within financial services.  

We expect to see this trend continuing this coming 
year with possibly an over-supply of senior marketing 
and communications professionals at the higher 
end compared to the number of vacant roles. This is 
because organisations will continue to concentrate on 
remediation and compliance projects, and in several 
cases, continue to orchestrate the divestment of their 
wealth management and life insurance businesses.

There is a similar trend in retail banking where the major 
banks have scaled down to focus on their profitable 
mortgage books instead of other portfolios, despite 
tougher lending and a subdued property market. 
Perversely, the top end is likely to yield more contract 
roles related to organisational change, demergers and 
customer retention / engagement projects.
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Medium Size Corporate
ASX 300 OR MULTINATIONAL

GM / Division Head $350 - $450 package + 40 – 50%

Chief Customer Officer $350 - $425 package + 30 – 40% 

Chief Marketing Officer $300 - $370 package + 30 – 40%

Chief Digital Officer $300 - $350 package + 30 – 40%

Sales Director $275 - $350 package + 50 – 70%

RECENT APPOINTMENTS
 Chief Operating Officer – Disrupter Financial Services
 General Manager – Global Beauty Brand
  General Manager Customer Experience  

& Insights – Telco
 Chief Marketing Officer – Global Consumer Goods
 Sales Director – FMCG



However, there is definitely life beyond the Big 4 and 
their related businesses. Disruptors, including fintechs 
and neo-banks are now scaling up, and this year 
international fintechs are entering the market. This, and 
the appetite of second and third-tier businesses to hire 
experienced staff as they embrace transformation, is 
fantastic news for the active candidate market.

To be part of this shift, candidates need to demonstrate 
how they:
  Would deal with ambiguity and lead others  

through change
  Are fresh and flexible in their thinking, contemporary 

and not institutionalised

Key senior roles in demand for this year will continue 
to be customer experience and design backed by 
insights and digital technology, including Martech and 
eCommerce. In the mid-market, specialist roles in 
demand will continue to be SEO & SEM, Content, CRM, 
Personalisation and Automation.

FY2019-2020 salary increases will be around CPI to  
5% again which was similar to last year. The exception 
may be for the lower-to-mid level where digital, mobile 
and content roles will enjoy 5%-10% growth. With year-
on-year stagnation of salaries it is no wonder there  
are so many candidates looking at their next external 
career move. 

IT&T
The IT sector continues to evolve rapidly and to be an 
industry of growth. The ongoing shift to SaaS business 
models is creating significant growth opportunities 
across both smaller disruptive vendors and larger 
global entities. We have witnessed strong demand for 
executive level product leadership roles over the last 
12 months and some large vendors have announced 
significant hiring plans for Australia-based sales teams 
serving the wider region. 

In telco, the market has been more challenging. The 
last 12 months has seen restructuring and downsizing 
across the big two carriers and the rest of the market 
has not been hiring aggressively. It will be an interesting 
year if mergers take place between some of the industry 
challengers. The most subdued part of the market is the 
$200k-$250K level with much of this tier being reduced 
as restructures roll out. 

IT&T salary increases have been modest and are 
aligned with inflation or up to 3%. Reported bonus 
payments seem to have been reasonable with most 
bonuses being paid at 50-70% of the possible range.
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Business & Professional Services
The steady recovery in Business and Professional 
Services recruitment has continued this year. With 
more and more companies embracing measurable and 
targeted lead generation programs via digital marketing, 
there has been an increase in senior hires as the sector 
catches up with the consumer market. 

Most of the large consulting or accounting firms are 
expanding via acquisition of niche businesses, which is 
limiting the volume of mid to senior level appointments 
they are undertaking. However, we have seen steady 
demand for Business Development professionals and 
also communications experts across both internal and 
external communications. Again, demand for digital 
capability is strong and shows no sign of slowing down. 
Growth in CRM skilled staff is also on the increase.

RICHARD  
BAKER
Director

Richard has over twenty-five years of sales and marketing 
management experience, mostly derived from the financial 
services industry in the UK. Prior to joining Perceptor in 
2008, Richard was the Sales & Marketing Director of a 
software company specialising in providing IT solutions 
to financial / professional services organisations. Richard 
specialises in senior marketing, communications and digital 
assignments, and leads Perceptor’s services’ practice.

+61 2 9227 7705  |  richard@perceptor.com.au
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Candidates continue to be receptive 
to hearing about new roles. This will 
continue to contribute to the virtuous 
cycle of change and opportunity in 
the recruitment market.

❝

❞
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RECENT APPOINTMENTS
 Chief Marketing Officer – Fintech
 Head of Strategic Communications – Payments 
 GM, Business Marketing – Telco  
 Head of Customer Engagement – Broker
 Head of Product & Partnerships – Alternative Lender
 Head of Data & CRM – Wealth Management

Digital
Financial Services / IT&T / Business Services

Chief Digital Officer $300+

Head of Digital $220+

Head of Online / eCommerce $220+

Head of SEO / SEM $180+

Head of UX $180+

Head of Digital Product / Platform $170+

Head of Content / Blog $150+

Social Media Manager $150+

Sales
Financial Services / IT&T / Business Services

Sales Director / Head of Distribution $300 + OTE

Sales Manager $220 + OTE

Strategic Account Director $200 + OTE

Business Development Director $200 + OTE

Account Manager $150 + OTE

The figures stated show total package, including cash, superannuation and benefits. 
Discretionary components such as bonus and options are excluded. Bonus components 
tend to range from 10-40% of total package, with senior executives at the higher end.

Marketing & Communications
Financial Services / IT&T / Business Services

Marketing Director / CMO $350+

Head of Marketing $220+

Head of Customer Experience $220+

Head of Data Analytics $220+

Head of Communications /  
Corporate Affairs $220+

Head of Product $200+

Head of Insights $200+

Head of CRM $200+

Head of Acquisition $180+

Head of Brand $180+

Senior Marketing Manager $170+

Senior Product Manager $160+

Senior Communications Manager $160+

Senior Brand Manager $150+

FMCG / Retail
The FMCG sector continues to be a challenging and 
volatile environment. Issues, such as understanding 
changing consumer needs, innovate effectively,  
and put goods on the shelf at a price that works for 
producers, manufacturers and consumers continue  
to rise in today’s market.

From a recruitment perspective, the senior end of the 
market has not been especially buoyant, particularly 
in the first half of 2019. We have seen little movement 
at the Sales Director level over this period, but a slight 
improvement in the number of roles coming to market 
at the Marketing Director level. The mid-market has 
maintained a higher level of activity, with highly skilled 
National Account Managers and National Business 
Managers being in relatively high demand. 

The arrival of Amazon into the retail space has brought 
Digital and eCommerce to the top of the agenda in 
most FMCG businesses and significant investment is 
now being made in the areas of Analytics, CRM and 
Customer Experience in particular. The increased focus 
on shopper and category also continues to remain 
evident, particularly in light of the key retailers’ growing 
sophistication and expectations in this area.

Consumer Goods & Services
The Durables and Electronics space continues to 
become increasingly competitive with a prevailing 
retail environment of margin erosion and discounting. 
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However, growth and positivity in this sector is being 
driven by a number of key market leaders as new 
technology and innovation excites consumers. Digital 
and eCommerce roles are in high demand in this sector 
as businesses seek to capitalise on the strength of their 
on-line presence.

In the consumer services environment, there is a 
high level of momentum in the start-up space where 
technology has the ability to create efficiencies and 
disruption in traditional environments. 

Industries such as travel, education, property and  
food delivery are examples of where this change is  
most evident. Key in demand skillsets in this sector 
include Digital Product, UX / UI, CRM and Performance  
Marketing specialists.

Media & Entertainment
As a result of continued industry transformation, this 
sector has continued to see a contraction in terms of 
the number of senior leadership roles coming to market.  
However, we believe there is light at the end of the 
tunnel as most of the major mergers have happened 
and businesses are now looking forward towards 
growth and having the right structure in place to drive 
this next phase. 

Unsurprisingly, digital skillsets are and will remain in high 
demand across the Media sector with Content, Social 
and Performance Marketing the key areas of demand at 
middle management levels.

Travel & Tourism
Tourism is one of five key ‘super-growth sectors’ creating 
new jobs and growth in the economy and, as an 
industry, will be a key driver of Australia’s economy over 
the next decade. This combined with the sophisticated 
use of digital channels for acquisition and distribution 
makes both travel and tourism exciting sectors for 
candidates across digital, marketing and sales. 

To that point digital marketing, technical and data experts 
are in high demand in these sectors. Consumers are 
expecting more personalisation from travel providers 
as well as clever digital tools to help them plan their trip 
and the sector has been one of the biggest investors in 
technology over the last 5 years. 

Candidates are passionate about working in the sector 
and therefore completion is fierce, enabling organisations 
to maintain high standards when searching for 
key appointments.

PATRICK 
COSTELLO
Associate 
Director

TINA 
MCINTOSH
Principal 
Consultant

Patrick has over 15 years executive experience in 
recruitment and marketing. His marketing experience 
in tier 1 FMCG combined with over 7 years executive 
recruitment experience gives Patrick a clear edge in 
understanding the Digital, Marketing and Sales talent 
requirements of companies in this market and focusses 
on Consumer Services. 

+61 2 9227 7715  |  patrick@perceptor.com.au

With over twenty years experience in media, 
entertainment and travel sectors in both Australia and 
the UK. Tina has held marketing, sales and General 
Management roles at high-profile organisations. Tina 
specialises in senior marketing & sales appointments 
across Consumer Services.

+61 2 9227 7724  |  tina@perceptor.com.au
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43
MONTHS - AVERAGE TENURE OF A CMO.

OF CMO APPOINTMENTS IN 2018-2019 
WERE EXTERNAL HIRES.

78% 62%
OF COMPANIES HAVE A FEMALE AS 
THEIR MOST SENIOR MARKETER.

OF MARKETING BUDGETS ARE 
NOW ALLOCATED TO MARKETING 
TECHNOLOGY.

33%

DIGITAL, SALES & MARKETING 2019-20
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RECENT APPOINTMENTS
  Chief Marketing & Innovation Director  

– Major FMCG Company
 Sales Director – FMCG Distribution Business
  Chief Marketing Officer  

– Global Consumer Goods Brand
 General Manager – Private Equity Beauty Company
 General Manager – Media / Entertainment 
 CRM Leader Brisbane – Travel / Tourism
 Chief Digital Officer – Travel / Tourism

Digital
FMCG / Retail / Media / Travel

Chief Digital Officer $280+

Head of Digital $220+

Head of Online / eCommerce $220+

Head of SEO / SEM $180+

Head of UX $180+

Head of Digital Product / Platform $170+

Head of Content / Blog $150+

Social Media Manager $150+

The figures stated show total package, including cash, superannuation and benefits. 
Discretionary components such as bonus and options are excluded. Bonus components 
tend to range from 10-40% of total package, with senior executives at the higher end.

Sales
FMCG / Retail / Media / Travel

Sales Director / Head of Distribution $300 + OTE

National Sales Manager $220 + OTE

National Business Manager $200 + OTE

Strategic Account Director $200 + OTE

Business Development Director $200 + OTE

National Account Manager $150 + OTE

Marketing & Communications
FMCG / Retail / Media / Travel

Marketing Director / CMO $300+

Head of Marketing $220+

Head of Customer Experience $220+

Head of Communications / 
Corporate Affairs $220+

Head of Analytics $220+

Head of Insights $200+

Head of CRM $200+

Head of Product $200+

Head of Acquisition $180+

Head of Category $180+

Head of Brand $180+

Senior Marketing Manager $170+

Senior Product Manager $160+

Senior Communications Manager $160+

Senior Brand Manager $140+

Junior to  
Mid-Market
All Industries 
The junior-mid level (100k-150k) market has been 
strong this year, with a strong understanding of digital 
channels becoming a core requirement of the vast 
majority of marketing related roles. Specialist roles 
- CRM & Segmentation, Automation & Customer 
Journeys, Digital & Campaign Analytics, UX & UI Design, 
eCommerce are examples of roles in high demand. 

Much of the hiring at this level has been led by 
“disruptor” companies across a broad range of 
industries. Broad marketing and digital generalists are 
no longer in-demand, but rather a strong understanding 
of commercially led marketing functions are key. Namely 
these are acquisition, branding, conversion, customer 
experience, project & campaign management.

At this level strong candidates need to demonstrate 
taking on ownership of a hands-on marketing role, 
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RECENT APPOINTMENTS
 Performance Manager – Financial Services Disruptor
  Senior Insights & CX Manager – Tier 1 Consumer 

Services Brand
  Campaign Specialist – Global Wealth  

Management Brand 
 eCommerce Executive – International Fashion Retail
 Digital Designer – International Technology Start-up

Marketing / Communications / Product /  
Brand & Category Roles

Insights / Analytics Manager $130 - $150

Marketing Manager $120 - $140

Project Manager $110 - $150

Category / Insights Analyst $110 - $140

Communications Manager $110 - $130

Product / Brand Manager $110 - $130

Commercial / Marketing / Sales Analyst $100 - $130

CRM / Lifecycle Manager $100 - $120

Automation /  
Customer Journey Manager $90 - $110

Marketing Executive $80 - $100

Assistant Product / Brand Manager $80 - $100

Digital Focused Roles

Digital Strategy / Product Owner $130 - $150

Digital / Online (Acquisition) Manager $120 - $140

Digital Analytics / Insights Manager $120 - $140

Digital Marketing Manager $110 - $140

Social Media Manager $100 - $130

UX / UI Designers $100 - $130

Digital Analyst $90 - $120

eCommerce Executive $90 - $120

Digital Marketing Executive $80 - $100

Social Media Executive $70 - $90

The figures stated show total package, including cash, superannuation and benefits. 
Discretionary components such as bonus and options are excluded. Bonus components 
tend to range from 10-40% of total package, with senior executives at the higher end.

KATRINA 
SERGI
Consultant

With a strong client and candidate focus, Katrina 
specialises in junior-mid market roles for digital, 
marketing, & sales assignments across Perceptor’s 
varied industry verticals. 

Prior to joining Perceptor, Katrina worked for an 
accounting practice for ten years managing customer 
relationships and generating new business. She 
graduated with a Bachelor Business (Accounting /
Management) in 2013. 

+61 2 9227 7727  |  katrina@perceptor.com.au

whether it be a specific channel or driving end-to-end 
marketing activities across the broader business. Whilst 
strategy is definitely a key component at this level, 
hiring managers are especially interested in candidates’ 
abilities to articulate specific projects and campaigns, 
and how they have implemented or executed them from 
beginning to end.  

Companies are continuing to offer more work flexibility 
and career development opportunities to retain 
top performers. These softer, but popular benefits, 
contribute to a better workplace culture and greater 
staff engagement.

Retention and tenure periods of approximately 2-3 
years are still common, with career progression in 
previous companies and roles being a strong indicator 
of future success. Internal progression tends to be a 
stronger look on CVs rather than constant moves across 
different organisations for that next step-up.
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